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• I didn’t have pre-recorded video material for this lecture.

• I introduced the ideas of identifiability and estimability.

• In the linear model
Y = Xβ + ε

the parameter φ = a>β is estimable if there is a vector ν such that

ν>E(Y ) = ν>Xβ = a>β

for all β.

• This requires that the
(ν>X − a>)β = 0

for all β or
X>ν = a.

• That is, a must be in the column space of X> or a> must be in the row
space of X.

• The model is identifiable if any two different vectors β1 and β2 give dif-
ferent distribution to Y .

• For normal errors this means they give the same mean:

Xβ1 = Xβ2 or X(β1 − β2) = 0

• If no such pair exists then for every vector δ 6= 0 we must have

Xδ 6= 0

that is, there is no non-trivial linear combination of the columns of X
which is 0. That is, the columns of X are linearly independent. That is,
the column space of X has dimension p or X has column rank p.

• Since the column rank and row rank of any matrix are the same this model
cannot be identifiable if p > n.

• I showed an example of n = 6, p = 4 in which the model was not iden-
tifiable. The design matrix had rank 3; there were 3, but not 4, linearly
independent columns of X.

• I talked at some length about the strategy of assuming sparsity.

• I discussed penalized least sqauares as an example.

• I reviewed very briefly LASSO focussing on computaional issues.

• There are handwritten slides for this lecture.
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http://www.sfu.ca/~lockhart/richard/830/20_3/Summaries/L22/slides.pdf

